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ABSTRACT

Geospatial input setting to represent the reality of spatial distribution or quantitative 

property within model has become a major interest in earth system simulation. Many 

studies showed the variation of grid resolution could lead to drastic changes of spatial 

model results because of insufficient surface property estimations. Hence, in this paper, 

the authors proposed Monte Carlo Integration (MCI) to apply spatial probability (SP) in 

a spatial-sampling framework using a three-dimensional point cloud (3DPC) to keep the 

optimized spatial distribution and area/volume property of buildings in urban area. Three 

different decision rule based building identification results were compared : SP 

threshold, cell size, and 3DPC density. Results shows the identified building area 

property tend to increase according to the spatial sampling grid area enlargement. 

Hence, areal building property manipulation in the sampling frameworks by using 

decision rules is strongly recommended to increase reliability of geospatial modeling and 

analysis results. Proposed method will support the modeling needs to keep quantitative 

building properties in both finer and coarser grids.

KEYWORDS : land-cover identification, spatial probability, Monte Carlo integration, 3DPC, 

property consistency
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요    약

실제 공간의 분포 또는 양적 속성을 대변하는 지리정보 입력은 지구시스템 모의 내에서 주요 관

심사가 되고 있다. 많은 연구에서 다양한 격자 해상도에서의 지표면 특성에 대한 부정확한 추정이 

모델링 결과를 크게 바꾸는 것으로 나타났다. 따라서, 이 논문은 도시지역 건물들의 분포와 면적·

체적 속성을 반영하기 위해서, 항공라이다로 수집된 3DPC(three-dimensional point cloud) 샘

플링 체계에 Monte Carlo Integration(MCI) 기법 기반 공간확률(spatial probability)을 적용을 

제안하였다. 건물 식별과 관련해 공간확률(SP) 임계치, 격자 크기, 3차원점군 밀도 세 인자의 결

정규칙 적용 결과가 비교되었다. 연구 결과, 건물의 격자가 커짐에 따라 식별되는 건물의 면적 속

성이 증가하였다. 공간 모델링 및 분석의 신뢰성을 높이기 위해서는 샘플링 체계에서의 결정규칙

을 사용하여 건물의 면적 속성을 조정하는 것이 권장된다. 제안된 방법은 모델링 분야가 요구하는 

크고 작은 격자의 변화에서도 일정하게 건물 면적 속성이 유지되도록 지원할 것이다. 

주요어 : 토지피복식별, 공간확률, 몬테카를로적분, 3차원 점군, 속성일관성 

INTRODUCTION

The grid resolution can be crucial for 

the accuracy of spatial simulation model 

because an insufficient estimation of the 

earth surface properties could lead to 

drastic changes of spatial modeling results; 

hence many study results suggested the 

modeler to avoid using resolutions that do 

not comply with the inherent property of 

input dataset(Weisman et al., 1997; Daviess

et al., 2000; Noda and Niino, 2003; Hengl, 

2006). The spatially and quantitatively 

compliable representation of geospatial 

input as a spatial surrogate and its 

manipulation is a major concern for the 

simulation of earth systems spatial model 

because the usual grid resolution 

enlargement leads to the aggregation of 

land cover with quantitative change of 

modeling properties. Many researchers 

investigated the effects of grid resolution 

on the sensitivity and reliability of the 

spatial models(Florinsky and Kuryakova, 

2000; Goodchild, 2001; Kienzle, 2004); 

however, there were insufficient interaction 

methods to manipulate spatial inputs for 

avoiding discrepancy of its inherent 

properties. For example, in case of 

thematic(i.e., discrete) grid dataset, land- 

cover identification and grid registration 

procedure requires a decision rules 

whether to place a land-cover feature to 

fit spatial distribution and quantitative 

property.

Hence, interactions to manipulate those 

spatial properties such as Graphical User 

Interface(GUI) are required and this 

motivated authors to develop a new 

sampling framework using point cloud 

dataset and a Monte Carlo Integration 

(MCI) based spatial probability(SP) 

technique because it can provide an 

interactive choice when we have to apply 

decision rules to identify specific land 

cover, which meets the inherent properties 

in the proposed sampling framework. In 

the context of this approach, the goals of 

this study are as follows.

w Propose a 3DPC based sampling 
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framework with the MCI SP calculation 

and land cover identification

w Quantitatively characterize the 

identified land cover and its spatial 

variation using three factors

w Propose a guideline to fit the identified 

land cover property in the model to 

the real world land cover property

RESEARCH METHODS

1. Review of Previous Research

In remote sensing, characteristics of land 

-cover objects are scale dependent and 

their total number, area, average size or 

perimeter of objects being mapped will 

differ for different grid resolution(Lillesand 

and Kiefer, 2000; Hengl, 2006). To date, 

many observation and sampling frameworks 

have applied in remote sensing systems to 

describe or produce geospatial surrogates 

of reality. Even so, as Atkinson and Tate 

(2000) already mentioned, one can never 

observe "reality" independent of some 

sampling framework; hence, spatial data 

are obtained through sampling frameworks 

(using particular scales of measurement), 

which are of fundamental importance for 

defining reality in context of geospatial 

modeling. Actually, quantitative descriptions 

of the decay of spatial property and 

contextual consistency, deduced from 

geometric transformation or scaling have 

drawn attention for several decades, 

because the nature of variation of 

geospatial properties of interest and 

following inability of model simulation are 

often poorly understood(Weisman et al., 

1997; Atkinson and Tate 2000; Noda and 

Niino, 2003). In remote sensing ecology, 

the majority of studies involved geo- 

statistical methods to define and 

understand spatial patterns of ecological 

properties and their meaning, and spatial 

scale problems in ecology due to variations 

resulting from spatial sampling frameworks 

(Turner et al., 1989; Phillips, 1988; 

Costanza, 1989; Tarnavsky et al., 2008). 

The term "spatial scale problem" was first 

coined by Atkinson and Tate(2000), who 

investigated the effect of changes in spatial 

resolution by averaging statistical properties

of data; Goodin and Henebry(2002) 

pursued this approach further. Hengl(2006) 

broadly discussed a number of disadvantages

of the raster grid structure in cartography 

and modeling view; he recommend some 

general rules of thumbs and equations to 

select a legible grid resolution using real 

datasets such as GPS positioning data, 

agricultural map, point dataset from soil 

mapping, and contour map. Nonetheless, 

his examples and discussions cover 

continuous type grid datasets and did not 

include a discrete type grid datasets such 

as land-cover, which is commonly used in 

spatial modeling. The importance of the 

land cover and its effects on modeling 

results are not negligible; it should be 

sufficiently discussed. For example, land- 

cover datasets are widely used in 

Geographic Information System(GIS) as 

fundamental input for atmospheric models 

such as Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD), which require clearly identifiable 

land-cover data(e.g. buildings). Usually, 

geometric input of CFD-based model 

encodes the presence of a building at a 

specific location as a binary one and the 

absence of a building as a binary zero(or 

vice versa). Dubiously, in case of building 
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land-cover identification, the outcome of 

the computational process determining 

whether to assign a one or zero to a 

specific location is variable; identification 

of each building land-cover grid cell varies 

according to the delimited grid-cell areas 

and the spatial distribution of the source 

data in the spatial sampling framework. 

The variation could lead to drastic change 

of the quantitative building geometry 

estimations in the model area such as total 

building area or volume. Furthermore, 

those changes would affect the relating 

quantitative land surface properties(e.g. 

sky view factor, incoming solar radiation, 

outgoing thermal radiation, roughness 

length) and, in the last, would affect CFD 

model simulation results. Some street 

canyon to neighbored scale CFD studies 

showed just downscaling of grid resolution 

without detail footprint enhancement also 

affects the shear-induced dynamic pressure

and wind flows(Davies et al., 2000; Hefny 

and Ooka, 2009; Gousseau et al., 2011). 

Hence, writing of both spatially and 

quantitatively constant building land-cover, 

which is almost independent to the grid 

resolution changes, is one of significant 

parts for the robust spatial simulations 

(insensitive to varying grid resolutions). 

To make building land cover to preserve 

its inherent properties in the model area, 

manipulation of building land cover spatial 

distribution with relating quantitative 

properties and supporting system are 

essentially required. In this respect, Spatial 

Probability(SP) derived from Monte Carlo 

Integration(MCI) technique can be one of 

methods to integrate supporting system for 

keeping spatial distribution and properties 

(area or volume) of building land-cover in 

the model area. Recent CFD studies used 

three-dimensional point cloud(3DPC) dataset

as a spatial input for better simulations 

(Torno et al., 2011; An et al., 2014b), 

because of its capability to objectively 

describe complex 3D urban geometry in a 

detailed way. Many studies have shown 

that the high pulse density of 3DPC data 

allows for isolation of individual land-cover 

features and direct extraction of locational 

parameters(Chen and Zakhor, 2009; 

Carneiro et al., 2009; Kokalj et al., 2011; 

An et al., 2014a). 

2. Research Material

In this study, land cover is identified from

classified three-dimensional point cloud 

(3DPC) data. To date, many researchers 

closely monitor developments related to 

the 3DPC because of the potential for wide 

application of its three-dimensional irregularity. 

3DPC emerged from developments in the 

field of land-surface scanning systems, 

having the potential to support complex 

urban-modeling studies using its detailed 

description of urban land-cover geometry. 

It is an active remote sensing system, 

such as a ground based laser-scanning 

system or an airborne Light Detection And 

Ranging(LiDAR) system. It acquires 3D 

urban-structure information by processing 

return pulses received by multiple sensors 

reflected from target-object locations, 

while active light pulses occasionally 

penetrate into forest areas(An et al., 

2014b; Hu et al., 2003). Commonly, an 

approach of geometric transformation from 

3DPC to two-dimensional (2D) raster and 

grid registration is followed for purposes of 

geospatial modeling and analysis.
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FIGURE 1. Location and size of the study site and classified 3DPC land-cover features of the 

site: (a) domain area of D1 and D2; (b) classified 3DPC in D1; (c) classified 3DPC in D2. 

As shown in Figure 1, the study site 

was located in the eastern part of Seoul 

Metropolitan City, South Korea. The site 

was well suited for application of different 

decision rules to the 3DPC based spatial 

sampling framework, treating the quantitative

characterization of identified land covers 

from the perspective of three different 

factors. In this study, we selected the 

building class as 3DPC land-cover input 

because built structures are clearly 

discernable and easy to compare. Two 

domain areas were used; one domain 

covers 1,500×1,500 square meters(i.e., 

covering Konkuk University and its 

surroundings) and the other domain covers 

100×100 square meters. A Leica Airborne 

Laser Scanner 60 system was used to 

collect the 3DPC data(An et al., 2014b). 

The survey flight was performed on 

September 6, 2008, at an altitude of 700m 

with a sampling density ranging between 

2-20 points per square meter, and a 

radiometric resolution, scan frequency, and 

scan width of 12bit, 100kHz, and ±50°, 

respectively. Airborne LiDAR data were 

obtained from the Korean National 

Geographic Information Institute(NGII, 
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FIGURE 2. Stepwise 3DPC classification and accuracy assessment process used in this study: (a) 

accuracy assessment scheme (b) a multi-step 3DPC classification process; (c) assessment 

of each 3DPC land cover classification accuracy and total land cover classification accuracy.  

http://www.ngi.go.kr).

Actually, 3DPC land-cover classification 

is imperfect because of incompleteness of 

the existing 3DPC classification methods in 

use. We used a semi-automatic classification

method supported by a multi-step classification

process of well-known commercial software

for 3DPC(Figure 2(b), known to be imperfect

for vertical objects such as building walls, 

which may cause faulty registration of grid 

cells. TerraScan and TerraModel V.009.001, 

were used for 3DPC preprocessing, including

geoid-height correction, and land-cover 

feature classification(An et al., 2014b). 

Estimated overall accuracy of the 3DPC 

classification performed in the D1 

area(Figure 1) was approximately 70%. 

Well-known causes of faulty land-cover 

identification are the 3DPC classification 

error, an insufficient number of points, and 

poor distribution of 3DPC data points in 

the delimited cell area.

The two domain areas D1 and D2 have 

total numbers of 4,687,360 and 49,778 3DPC

building-class data points, respectively 

(Figure 1(b) and (c)). We constructed new

datasets from this dataset by extracting 

one out of two(1/2), one out of five(1/5), 

one out of ten(1/10), one out of fifteen 

(1/15), and one out of twenty(1/20) 3DPC 

data points, to analyze the building 

identification results derived from six 
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Domain Area 1/1 1/2 1/5 1/10 1/15 1/20

D1 (1,500m×1,500m) 4,687,360 2,343,905 938,110 469,070 312,839 234,929

D2 (100m×100m) 49,778 24,892 9,962 4,984 3,335 2,480

TABLE 1. The point numbers of the used 3DPCs

FIGURE 3. Four by four sampling framework for land-cover 

identification from 3DPC data contained in grid cells.

different 3DPC densities. Table 1 shows 

the six used 3DPC densities and the total 

number of points counted in each domain. 

ANALYSIS METHOD

The first step in the spatial sampling 

framework approach is the projection of 

3DPC data onto a raster grid with 

fixed-size cells. Occasionally, a threshold 

(minimum) number of points contained in a 

cell is used as a decision rule for land- 

cover identification in that cell. Generally, 

this method is regarded as weak for 

spatially inhomogeneous distributions of 

3DPC data, which occasionally occur due 

to unstable 3DPC data-acquisition processes

such as aerial surveys. Surveying flights in 

unfavorable weather conditions with complex

surface geometry are common, which cause

irregular 3DPC distributions, i.e., biased 

spatial-distribution patterns- and densities. 

In turn, this would cause unexpected raster

-grid registration results. For example, as 

shown in the four by four sampling framework

of Figure 3, five cells were identified as 

containing specific land cover after applying

a decision rule with a threshold(minimum) 

number of three points. Still, this decision 

rule did not consider the spatial distributions

of the 3DPC data. In the sampling framework, 

many well distributed three-point cells, 

such as the cell with (x, y)=(3, 0), were 

identified as having no built structure 

present in them. Conversely, the cell with 

(x, y)=(2, 2) was identified as having built 
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structure present in it, despite that these 

(seven) points were distributed over only 

a small part of cell area.

We could overcome this weakness by 

associating each location covered by the 

3DPC data with a probability of occurrence 

of specific land cover. The MCI method is 

useful in calculating probability as ratio of 

specific land-cover areas per cell(i.e., as 

relative shares per cell area). MCI is a 

computer-based method of analysis that 

uses statistical sampling techniques to 

obtain a probabilistic approximation with a 

mathematical equation or model(Fenner- 

Crisp et al., 1997). However, the 3DPC 

cannot be directly expressed in area 

proportions; it consists of point data with 

values such as coordinates, time, spectral 

reflectance, return order, and post- 

processed land-cover class. Nevertheless, 

we can still associate accumulative areas 

(comprising many individual data points) 

with the probability of occurrence of 

specific land-cover classes, if we convert 

3DPC data to SP by calculation of the 

ratios of accumulative areas of locations. 

Conceptually, the SP approach has the 

benefit of not counting the overlapping area 

caused by 3DPC data poorly distributed

over locations(Figure 3). The MCI method 

converts the spatial distributions of 3DPC 

data in the delimited cell areas into a SP 

of a specific land-cover class. For 

randomness, the variable falls within some 

very small interval. In terms of spatial 

continuity, the interval can be interpreted 

as the (search) distance from 3DPC data 

points. As mentioned, the 3DPC distribution

in the delimited cell areas depends on in- 

flight conditions and the geometry of the 

site. Hence, the search distance should 

also be variable, according to the spatial 

distribution of the used 3DPC data and the 

sampling framework. Interactive search 

distance () to count the number of points 

from the randomly generated points in a 

cell can be written as follows.







                             (1)

where  is the effective cell area(㎡), 

i.e., average cell area over available cells 

in the sampling framework. Empty cells for 

which there was no 3DPC data were 

excluded, because many such cells occur 

in the 3DPC based sampling framework 

when the 3DPC density is low or when the 

sampling framework is of high resolution. 

This is particularly true for land cover 

such as lakes because the laser-scanning 

system has a weaker ability to catch laser 

pulses returning from water bodies. Empty 

cells could decrease the value of effective 

cell area() and search distance(). 

Effective cell area can be written as 

follows.

 

 ×    
            (2)

where  and  are the number of 

cells along the horizontal(West-East) and 

vertical(South-North) boundaries of the 

sampling framework, respectively(as in 

Figure 3);  is the number of empty 

cells; and  is the total number of 3DPC 

data points. Given a cell size, the sampling 

framework generates a raster-grid domain, 

upon which each cell in the raster grid 

counts the 3DPC data points contained in 
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FIGURE 4. Conceptual illustration of 3DPC- and area based SP calculation; (a) introducing 

circles with radii equal to search-distance, centered around 3DPC data points in the delimited 

rectangular cell area; (b) counting of total counts of random points in these circles; (c) 

calculation of SP as area from total counts of random points in circles.

its delimited area. SP is the specific land 

cover presence probability in the cell. For 

the SP definition of specific land-cover 

classes in each cell we followed the MCI 

(written as F). Randomly generated points 

are spatially distributed over each cell 

area. Here, it is fundamental that sufficient 

random points are generated, and these 

points are distributed well enough to be 

able to perceive them as random. However, 

we limited the maximum number of data 

points in each cell to 33, to enhance 

computational efficiency. In 3DPC based 

MCI, f(x) is the function composed by 

search distance of LlDAR points in each 

cell. F is the integral area of a specific 

land cover in a cell(Figure 2c), which is 

spatial probability(SP) and can be written 

as follows.

  ≅ 
 
 



    (3)

Where  is the number of generated 

points in a cell(  ); xi is the x- 

coordinate of random point i; yi is the y- 

coordinate of random point i; and np is the 

total number of points generated in the 

cell. Shortly,   is the measure of 

how many randomly generated points are 

counted within search distance of specific 

3DPC land cover data points in a cell. As 

shown in Figure 4 describes the proportion 

of randomly generated points in circles 

centered around 3DPC data points, with 

radii equal to search distances. 

Land cover of randomly generated points 

may be identified in two ways, namely, as 

land cover belonging to a specific land- 

cover class or as land cover not belonging 

to a specific land-cover class, implying 

either the presence or absence of specific 

land cover at these points, respectively. 

The function    detects the presence

or absence of specific land cover at 

randomly generated points, by detecting 

whether these points are inside or outside 

circles, respectively, by defining it as 
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FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the 3DCP based land-cover SP definition and identification: (a) 

preprocessing of raw 3DPC data needed for land-cover classification; (b) SP definition of 

cells from calculation using equation (1)–(4); (c) initial land-cover identification using default 

configuration (SP threshold of 0.5, P_0.5); (d) the land-cover identification in the 

user-defined spatial sampling framework (m_u × n_u array); (e) resolution GUI; and (f) SP 

threshold GUI (50 means P_0.5). 

follows.

   








 
    


≤ 

 
  

(4)

where  and  are the longitudes and 

latitudes of the ith 3DPC data point, 

respectively.

In the spatial sampling framework, 

changes in the delimitations of grid cells 
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would affect the identification of land cover, 

because the newly generated inventory of 

3DPC in the sampling framework would 

identify the land cover of the cell differently. 

Based on our assumptions, the three following

configurable variables are the influential 

factors for land-cover identification: spatial 

sampling resolution(cell size), SP threshold 

for land-cover identification, and 3DPC density.

The 3DPC based spatial sampling framework

was developed with the Qt and the Microsoft

Foundation Class(MFC) Library. Qt is a 

cross-platform application-programming 

framework for both Graphical User Interfaces 

(GUIs) and non-GUI applications. Figure 5 

shows a sequential flowchart of the 

preprocessing of data, the SP definition in 

the spatial sampling framework, the land- 

cover identification using defined SP, and 

interactive GUIs for an intuitive check of 

the geometry and areal proportions. Land- 

cover identification of particular cells in 

the sampling framework depends on the 

difference between threshold SP and 

calculated SP(from equation 3) of cells. 

Cells are identified as specific land-cover 

classes if the SP threshold value is less 

than the calculated SP. When the user 

enters a specific cell size(Figure 5 (d)), 

the user-defined sampling framework 

identified the presence of built structure 

for whole cells by iterative comparison 

between the applied threshold value and 

the calculated SP value of each cell. 

Subsequently, identified cells are registered

in the raster grid and visualized through 

the GUI. Users can instantly see the 

visualized specific land cover, determined 

to be present by the sampling framework, 

as colored rectangles when they apply the 

specific cell size(1-20m) and the scaled 

integer SP threshold value(0-100).

RESULTS

1. Spatial variation of the single-building 

identification: Domain 2(D2)

The 3DPC dataset for D2 describes a 

large, square building located in D2 model 

domain(Figure 1 (c)), the 3DPC data points

of which were used for estimation of 

variation of the identified geometric shapes 

and areal proportions of the library 

building. The library covers 4,900 square 

meters, which is 49% of the D2 area. The 

six spatial sampling resolutions, the five 

SP thresholds, and the six 3DPC densities 

were applied as decision rules, resulting in 

180(i.e., 6×5×6) identified-building grids. 

Geometric shapes and aerial proportions 

were described for these 180 identified- 

building grids, to characterize the decay of 

spatial consistency of building identifications. 

The influences of each of the three factors 

(cell size, SP threshold, and 3DPC density) 

on the loss of spatial consistency of 

building geometry and areal proportion are 

shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 180 geometric

shapes of the building-identification grids 

are shown in Figure 6.

The variation in the geometric shapes of 

identified buildings, and how it related to 

the three foremost factors was complicated, 

although there were some indications. The 

decay of the building geometric shape 

initiated due to increasing of SP threshold 

and decreasing 3DPC density, resulting in 

generally, linear decay trends. The effect 

of coarsening the spatial resolution may 

decrease the proportion of empty cells. 

Holes(empty cells) in the 1-m resolution 
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FIGURE 6. The variation in the geometric shapes of the identified buildings (D2) generated from 

the six different sampling resolutions (1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-m), the five different 

SP thresholds (P_0.1, P_0.3, P_0.5, P_0.7, and P_0.9) and the six different 3DPC densities 

(1/1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/15, and 1/20). Shown for: (a) 1-m resolution; (b) 2-m resolution; (c) 

5-m resolution; (d) 10-m resolution; (e) 15-m resolution; and (f) 20-m resolution.

of buildings(P_0.1, 1/20) were no longer 

visible in the 10-m resolution of buildings 

(P_0.1, 1/20). It means coarsening the 

spatial resolution supports a proper draw 

of geometric shapes of buildings when we 

have to identify buildings with low-density 

3DPC datasets(Figure 6). The variation in 

the geometric shapes of buildings increases 

as the delimited grid-cell area increases, 

implying fewer cells.

Interestingly, the calculated SP decreased

as the delimited grid cell area increased 

and cells contained many more biased 

3DPC data points than was randomly 

generated. Consequently, the absence of 

built structure is easily identified for such 

cells. This is shown in Figure 6(d), for 

which geometric shapes of empty and/or 
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strongly decayed buildings were generated. 

Here, the calculated SP derived from the 

search distance(r) played a key role in 

explaining the decay of the geometric 

shapes of identified buildings. Ordinarily, 

the counted number of 3DPC data points 

increases as the square of the cell-size 

increase. Besides, the number of points 

randomly generated in this study(i.e., 33), 

is insufficient to justify the assumption of 

randomness; that is, randomly generated 

points fall within some very small interval 

to maintain spatial continuity. Hence, the 

explosive increase of the 3DPC decreases 

the value of effective cell area(A_p1), 

decreases the search distance(r), and consequently

decreases the defined building SP of the 

cell.

As shown in Figure 7, the areal 

proportions of land cover identified as built 

structure(from the 180 generated grids) 

show noticeable trends. Figure 7 and Table 

2 show the bias of areal proportions of land

cover identified as built structure compared

with areal proportions of the real-world 

built structure. We can characterize bias 

trends by varying SP threshold, 3DPC 

density, and grid-cell size. Furthermore, 

there are also unbiased trends compared 

with areal proportions of the real-world 

built structure.

In general, decreasing 3DPC density 

accelerates the decay of geometric shapes 

of land cover identified as built structure 

and the decrease of their areal proportion, 

both by propagation of empty cells and by 

decreasing the number of cells identified 

as built structure. The graph of 3DPC 

density (1/1) and (1/2) showed normal 

conic and asymmetric distributions of areal 

proportions of land cover identified as built 

structure. Especially proportions of land 

cover identified as built structure from the 

neutral SP threshold(P_0.5) showed a good 

fit to real-world proportions. Proportions 

of land cover identified as built structure 

were stable and close to real-world 

proportions despite the wide range of 

cell-size variation(1-20m). When we 

applied a SP threshold of 0.5 and a 3DPC 

density(1/1), bias values for the 1-m-, 

2-m-, 5-m-, 10-m-, 15-m-, and 20-m 

resolution sampling frameworks were 

-2.3%, -2.5%, -2.5%, -3.3%, and -6.0%, 

respectively. The application of a SP 

threshold of 0.5 and a 3DPC density of 

(1/2) showed similar bias trends. 

On the other hand, in cases of 3DPC 

density less than (1/5), the graph showed 

gradual decay of the conic shape with 

increasing bias because of the acceleration 

of the shrinkage of geometric shapes of 

land cover identified as built structure 

(Figure 6). Furthermore, the trend of 

decay is stronger for high SP threshold 

values because of the low values of 

calculated SP, in turn caused by the low 

3DPC density.

It is important to make a decision for 

balanced tradeoff between spatial resolution

and proportion of empty cells. Because the 

areal proportions of land cover identified 

as built structure were sensitive to the 

coarsening of the spatial sampling framework, 

increases in bias(in the absolute sense) 

were commensurate with increases in cell 

size. For example, the areal proportion of 

the 20-m resolution building raster grid 

(SP threshold of 0.9 and 3DPC density of 

(1/1)) decreased by 59.2% compared to 

the reference in Figure 7(a). Besides, in 

case of the finest sampling resolution(1m), 
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FIGURE 7. Areal proportions of land cover identified as built structure in D2 with different 

resolutions (1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-m) and SP thresholds (P_0.1, P_0.3, P_0.5, 

P_0.7, and P_0.9). Shown for: (a) 3DPC density of (1/1); (b) 3DPC density of (1/2); (c) 3DPC 

density of (1/5); (d) 3DPC density of (1/10); (e) 3DPC density of (1/15); and (f) 3DPC density 

of (1/20).
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3DPC Density
Cell
Size

p_0.1 p_0.3 p_0.5 p_0.7 p_0.9

area
(㎡)

bias*
(%)

area
(㎡)

bias
(%)

area
(㎡)

bias
(%)

area
(㎡)

bias
(%)

area
(㎡)

bias
(%)

(1/1)

1m×1m 4,788 -2.3 4,778 -2.5 4,777 -2.5 4,740 -3.3 4,608 -6.0 

2m×2m 5,004 2.1 4,948 1.0 4,816 -1.7 4,724 -3.6 4,492 -8.3 

5m×5m 5,350 9.2 5,075 3.6 4,850 -1.0 4,550 -7.1 4,150 -15.3 

10m×10m 5,900 20.4 5,500 12.2 5,000 2.0 4,400 -10.2 3,600 -26.5 

15m×15m 6,300 28.6 5,400 10.2 4,950 1.0 3,825 -21.9 3,375 -31.1 

20m×20m 7,200 46.9 5,600 14.3 4,800 -2.0 3,600 -26.5 2,000 -59.2 

(1/2)

1m×1m 4,706 -4.0 4,706 -4.0 4,691 -4.3 4,620 -5.7 4,479 -8.6 

2m×2m 4,952 1.1 4,880 -0.4 4,776 -2.5 4,640 -5.3 4,372 -10.8 

5m×5m 5,325 8.7 5,075 3.6 4,800 -2.0 4,550 -7.1 4,000 -18.4 

10m×10m 5,900 20.4 5,400 10.2 4,800 -2.0 4,300 -12.2 3,500 -28.6 

15m×15m 6,300 28.6 5,400 10.2 4,950 1.0 3,825 -21.9 3,150 -35.7 

20m×20m 7,200 46.9 5,600 14.3 4,800 -2.0 3,600 -26.5 2,000 -59.2 

(1/5)

1m×1m 4,176 -14.8 4,166 -15.0 4,122 -15.9 3,917 -20.1 3,219 -34.3 

2m×2m 4,888 -0.2 4,784 -2.4 4,624 -5.6 4,280 -12.7 3,172 -35.3 

5m×5m 5,250 7.1 4,900 0.0 4,600 -6.1 4,200 -14.3 3,100 -36.7 

10m×10m 5,800 18.4 5,300 8.2 4,700 -4.1 3,900 -20.4 2,700 -44.9 

15m×15m 6,300 28.6 5,400 10.2 4,500 -8.2 3,375 -31.1 2,025 -58.7 

20m×20m 7,200 46.9 5,200 6.1 4,800 -2.0 3,200 -34.7 2,000 -59.2 

(1/10)

1m×1m 3,097 -36.8 3,026 -38.2 2,887 -41.1 2,555 -47.9 1,560 -68.2 

2m×2m 4,696 -4.2 4,524 -7.7 3,916 -20.1 2,608 -46.8 728 -85.1 

5m×5m 5,150 5.1 4,700 -4.1 4,300 -12.2 2,700 -44.9 0 -100.0 

10m×10m 5,600 14.3 4,800 -2.0 3,900 -20.4 2,300 -53.1 0 -100.0 

15m×15m 6,075 24.0 5,400 10.2 3,825 -21.9 1,800 -63.3 0 -100.0 

20m×20m 6,400 30.6 4,800 -2.0 4,400 -10.2 1,600 -67.3 0 -100.0 

(1/15)

1m×1m 2,438 -50.2 2,417 -50.7 2,103 -57.1 1,463 -70.1 527 -89.2 

2m×2m 4,480 -8.6 4,084 -16.7 2,800 -42.9 1,072 -78.1 88 -98.2 

5m×5m 5,075 3.6 4,475 -8.7 3,075 -37.2 275 -94.4 0 -100.0 

10m×10m 5,600 14.3 4,600 -6.1 3,000 -38.8 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

15m×15m 5,625 14.8 4,725 -3.6 2,475 -49.5 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

20m×20m 6,000 22.4 4,800 -2.0 2,800 -42.9 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

(1/20)

1m×1m 1,960 -60.0 1,795 -63.4 1,606 -67.2 1,303 -73.4 567 -88.4 

2m×2m 4,832 -1.4 3,476 -29.1 1,984 -59.5 620 -87.3 32 -99.3 

5m×5m 5,025 2.6 4,225 -13.8 1,425 -70.9 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

10m×10m 5,500 12.2 4,000 -18.4 600 -87.8 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

15m×15m 5,625 14.8 3,600 -26.5 225 -95.4 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

20m×20m 6,000 22.4 4,000 -18.4 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 0 -100.0 

*bias: ((identified building area in D2 / reference area) -1) × 100

TABLE 2. Summary of land-cover area identified as built structure and bias compared to 

the reference (in D2)

the areal proportion of land cover identified

as built structure gradually decreased and 

was no more reliable than when the 3DPC 

density dropped below (1/5), which is 

mainly due to the insufficient 3DPC 

density(Figure 7). 

Even so, despite low 3DPC density, the 

areal proportions of land cover identified 

as built structure acquired from the 2-m 

resolution sampling framework, closely 
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approximated real-world reference values. 

When we applied a SP threshold of 0.1 and 

the 2-m resolution sampling framework, bias 

values for the (1/1)-, (1/2)-, (1/5)-, 

(1/10)-, (1/15)-, and (1/20) densities 

were 2.1%, 1.1%, -0.2%, -4.2%, -8.6%, 

and -1.4%, respectively. The application of 

a SP threshold of 0.3 and the 5-m 

resolution-sampling framework caused a 

similar bias trend, although variation was 

more significant. Two options would be 

available to fit the areal proportion of land 

cover identified as built structure to the 

reference. 

w Keep the SP threshold close to P_0.5 

- It is recommended when the 3DPC 

density is sufficiently high. By doing 

so under these conditions, the grid 

resolution should not produce a 

significant amount of empty cells in 

the sampling framework.

w Find the best-fit cell size and SP 

threshold - It is recommended when 

the 3DPC density is sufficiently low to 

plot graphs of decay (Figures 

7(c)-(e)). Still, the areal-proportion 

fit to the real-world reference alone, 

is not representative for how well 

identified land cover approximates 

reality. Hence, geometric shapes 

should also be verified.

2. Spatial variation of the complex urban- 

building identification: Domain 1(D1)

Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution 

and variation of generated SP grids, which 

ranges from 0 to 100. D1 is the downtown 

model area with varying buildings. Unfortunately, 

results show that SP is significantly sensitive

to the 3DPC density variation. Mean SP 

value in D1 decreased with the decrease 

of 3DPC density. In addition, we found the 

SP is slightly sensitive to the grid 

resolution variation even in 3DPC density 

of (1/1) case. 

From the generated building land-cover 

SPs, building land cover was identified by 

applying 30 different decision rules (i.e. 

five SP threshold values × six sampling 

resolutions), registering the outcomes of 

these rules to 30 different raster grids. 

For built structures in D1, only available 

maximum density(1/1) data were applied 

as 3DPC input, because low 3DPC density 

caused an increase of empty cells and 

shrinkage of geometric shapes. In the D1 

domain, we took the reference building area 

and the average of 12 areal proportions of 

land cover identified as built structure(gray 

in Table 3 or Figure 9), because geospatial

reference data were unavailable. The 

reference area of built structure in D1 

covers 41.6%(935,369 square meters) of 

the total study area (area of D1 plus that 

of D2).

Despite significant internal spatial variation

of 3DPC density, the areal proportions of 

land cover identified as built structure 

taken from the calculated SP showed the 

asymmetrically shaped conic normal-variation

trends in D1. The general trend of areal 

proportions with cell size and SP threshold 

was similar to D2 in Figure 7(a). The bias 

of areal proportions in D1 increased with 

bias of SP threshold and coarseness of 

resolution(of generated raster grids), and 

ranged between - 38-31.5%(compared 

with the reference value).

However, the trend of the conic shape 

was convexly shaped, whereas that of the 
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FIGURE 8. Spatial distributions of SP in D1 model area. SP grids were generated at six resolutions 

(1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, and 20-m) for each of six 3DPC densities (1/1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/15, and 

1/20).

trend in Figure 7(a) was shaped concavely, 

and the increasing tendency of the bias 

trend was reduced with coarseness of the 

resolution of generated grids. This would 

be mainly due to the compensation of the 

decreased number of cells identified as 

built structure, which decreases areal 

proportion of built structure, and increases 

the coarseness of the grid-cell resolution, 

which in turn increases areal proportion of 

built structure again. Furthermore, the 

range of variation of the neutral SP 

threshold slightly increases with increases 

in cell size.

In view of spatial distributions for 

modeling applications, the meaning of the 

variation of spatial patterns of land cover 

identified as built structure in D1, is of 

significant importance. As shown in Figure 

10, the land cover identified as built 

structure, by decision rules resulting from 

four different resolutions (2-, 5-, 10-, 

and 20-m) and five different probability 

densities (P_0.1, P_0.3, P_0.5, P_0.7, and 

P_0.9), showed different patterns. All of 

those raster grids containing land cover 
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FIGURE 9. Variation of areal proportions of built structure in D1. Raster grids were generated at 

five resolutions (1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-m) for each of the six probability densities 

(P_0.1, P_0.3, P_0.5, P_0.7, and P_0.9). 

3DPC Density p_0.1 p_0.3 p_0.5 p_0.7 p_0.9

(1/1)
area
(%)

bias*
(%)

area
(%)

bias
(%)

area
(%)

bias
(%)

area
(%)

bias
(%)

area
(%)

bias
(%)

Cell
Size

1m×1m 40.5 -1.0 40.5 -1.1 40.1 -1.5 39.0 -2.5 34.7 -6.8

2m×2m 47.9 6.3 45.6 4.0 41.4 -0.1 37.5 -4.1 31.8 -9.8

5m×5m 57.1 15.5 49.7 8.2 42.4 0.9 34.3 -7.3 23.0 -18.6

10m×10m 64.7 23.2 55.3 13.8 43.6 2.1 29.4 -12.2 12.5 -29.1

15m×15m 69.7 28.1 59.8 18.2 44.4 2.8 25.5 -16.1 6.4 -35.2

20m×20m 73.1 31.5 62.6 21.0 45.6 4.0 20.4 -21.2 3.6 -38.0

* bias from the average value     ((40.5+45.6+49.7+55.3+40.1+41.4+42.4+43.6+39.0+37.5+34.3+29.4)/12)

TABLE 3. Areal proportions of land cover identified as built structure and bias (in D1)

identified as built structure describe the 

urban complexity. However, patterns of 

cells identified by the criteria for the 

presence and absence of built structure 

were significantly different. The increase 

of areal proportion of built structure in D1, 

resulting from interactions between coarsened

grid-cell size with low SP threshold, 

implies shrinkage or disappearance of 

empty-air spaces in the model, such as 

narrow street canons and air pockets 

between buildings. Real-world small- and 

isolated buildings separated by narrow 

roads were merged into a large area of 

built structure as shown in the bottom- 

right raster grid of Figure 9 (with a SP 

threshold of 0.1 and a 20-m resolution). 

Conversely, the decrease of areal proportion

of built structure in D1, resulting from 

interactions between coarsened grid-cell 
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FIGURE 10. Spatial distributions of registered building grids in D1, generated by four different 

resolutions (2-, 5-, 10-, and 20-m) and five different probability densities (P_0.1, P_0.3, 

P_0.5, P_0.7, and P_0.9).

size with high SP threshold, implies shrinkage

or disappearance of built structure such as 

narrow or small isolated buildings. These 

buildings were thus composed of cells that 

had to have been identified as land cover 

absence of building area due to the low SP 

compared with the SP threshold, as shown 

in the upper-right raster grid of Figure 10 
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FIGURE 11. Building land-cover SP areal proportions in D1 (SP>0) and mean SPs in D1. Building 

land-cover SPs were calculated at six resolutions (1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, and 20-m) for each of 

six 3DPC densities (1/1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/15, and 1/20).

(with a SP threshold of 0.9 and a 20-m 

resolution). Furthermore, poor building 

identification area were observed D1, resulting

from increasing SP threshold and grid-cell 

size mainly due to spatial 3DPC density 

differences, as shown in Figure 10. The 

lack (or excess) of overlap of areas 

covered by surveying flights using the 

airborne LiDAR system caused spatial variation

in 3DPC density, and consequently affected 

the defined SP and the identification of 

built structure.

DISCUSSION

There are some advantageous achievements, 

and unsolved problems, considerable guidelines

brought out in this paper that need to be 

further discussed. First, applied MCI SP 

method in a spatial-sampling framework 

using a 3DPC to keep the spatial distribution

and property in the model area found 

successful. We developed 3DPC to spatial 

sampling frameworks for the discrete type 

rater grid identification such as building 

land cover. The proposed concept of SP is 

meaningful because we can identify the 

presence(binary one) or absence(binary 

zero) of specific land cover using the 

continuous SP scale(ranging between 0- 

100). The SP-scale based spatial sampling 

framework could provide support to the 

user during the process of selecting 

appropriate decision rules for land-cover 

identification and grid registration. Figure 

11 shows building land-cover SP area (%) 

in D1 model(SP>0) and mean SPs of 

building land-cover area. In 3DPC density 

of (1/1) case, built-up area can be 

increased more than two times in compare 

with reference area(41.6%). Proposed 

method can keep spatial distribution and 

property of built-up area in the model by 

shrink or enlarge edge of building footprint 

(manipulate SP threshold). 

Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 11, 

the minimum 3DPC density is required to 

preserve the areal proportion in the model. 

In the gray area, identifiable building area 

proportion in D1(SP>0) derived from two 

manipulation options(3DPC density and grid 

cell size) were below the reference(41.6%). 
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Still, several choices remain site specific, 

which should be taken into consideration 

when converting the continuous SP scale 

to a binary land-cover classification. Second, 

to date, several important issues remain 

unresolved. 

� Incompleteness of existing 3DPC land- 

cover classification methods - Although, 

many studies (Charaniya et al., 2004; 

Lalonde et al., 2006; Carlberg et al., 

2009; Vega and Durrieu, 2011) attempted

to enhance 3DPC classification, complete 

classification each 3DPC in pre-processing

(Figure 2 and Figure 5) is impossible 

because there are many points in a small 

domain footprint and the distances 

between each 3DPC are too close to 

clearly distinguish different classes near 

the edges of real objects such as trees 

and buildings(An et al., 2014a). Actually, 

we expected the proposed SP based 

land-cover identification system does not 

require complete classification of all 3DPC

land-cover because small misclassified 

3DPC would produce very low SP, which 

could be easily identified as absence 

(binary zero) by applying normal threshold. 

We found overrepresentation of misclassified

3DPC data is not negligible and it is 

difficult to discern false information, 

correctly. Though we applied building 

land cover in this study, development of 

3DPC classification technique will be 

enable to extend more complicate land 

cover such as tree and urban utilities. 

Fundamentally, almost complete classification

each 3DPC in pre-processing is recommended.

� Heterogeneous 3DPC density - Despite 

accurate building land-cover classification

in the pre-processing, the 3DPC density 

variation in the model area decreased the 

value of effective cell area (Ap1), search 

distance(r), SP, and misidentify land cover

of cells, which have a relatively small 

amount of 3DPC data points. It is not 

because the 3DPC density is low, but 

because the 3DPC density is heterogeneous. 

As shown SP grids variation of 3DPC 

density of (1/1) in Figure 8, relatively 

low SP (caused from 3DPC density) 

would make the user's decision difficult. 

Applying a low SP threshold will keep 

the cells that should be identified as built 

structure but make it hard to preserve 

the area property in the model area and 

vice versa. Hengl(2006) mentioned that 

every point sample based mapping project

should have approximately an equal 

density to be consistent. A generalization 

of the 3DPC density, for example, by 

means of a uniform-density 3DPC, would 

enhance SP definition and following land 

-cover identification. Obviously, the 

minimum 3DPC density for the land 

cover SP calculation is important and it 

is more important as delimited cell area 

become finer(Figure 11). 

� Randomness of MCI for SP calculation - 

A difference between MCI based spatial 

sampling frameworks with SPs and 

currently used fractional approaches 

(Scherer et al., 1999; Eum et al., 2011) 

would be clear and well highlighted in 

this study. But, fix the number of 

randomly generated points could be a 

problem. At first, we targeted ideal 

source point number in the delimited cell 

area would be within the range 4-7 

points for high resolution land cover 

identification(e.g. 2-4m); hence, the 33 

randomly generated points are assumed 
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as sufficient for randomness. However, 

enlargement of the delimited cell size 

subsequently induces explosive increase 

of the number of counted 3DPC source 

points, decreases in Ap1, r, and SP. 

Further study such as measurement of 

the non-randomness in spatial distribution

(Green, 1996) or calculation optimal and 

interactive random number that counting 

source points in the delimited cell should 

followed and a new method should be 

developed to meet the randomness criteria

in both directions; one is the algorithm 

and the other is the process. 

Third, when we apply MCI SP method 

with 3DPC, there are three considerable 

guidelines to resolve the land cover- 

identification problems in passive ways.

w Make the land cover 3DPC approximately

an equal density for the enhanced SP 

calculation

w Maintain minimum 3DPC density for 

the land cover as delimited cell area 

become finer

w Select the SP threshold and cell size 

to keep the spatial distribution and 

property in the model area

Basically, spatial data such as land- 

cover data identified as built structure are 

fundamental for initiation of spatial modeling

and analysis. That is, spatial distributions 

of site-specific land-cover and geometric 

shapes are directly linked to spatial modeling

algorithms and the resulting model-output 

quality. Hence, the land cover in the 

spatial sampling framework should keep a 

proportional balance to fit the real world 

land cover. This should be beneficial in many

kinds of spatial-model based simulations 

or after conducting post-processing analysis

studies, such as raster-grid based Sky 

View Factor(SVF) analyses (Unger, 2009; 

Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011; An et al., 

2014a), solar radiation analysis(Carneiro et 

al., 2009; Jochem et al., 2009), and CFD 

model based analysis(Kim and Baik, 2010; 

Woo et al., 2013). For example, increasing 

areal proportion of built structure would 

not only decrease available open space but 

also cause changes in environmental factors, 

such as decreases in the SVF, and increases

(miscalculate) in available rooftop radiation 

(for renewable energy production). Furthermore, 

in CFD simulations, the decision of whether

built structure is present or absent in a 

specific grid cell significantly affects simulation

results, such as airflow dynamics and the 

following spatial analysis. Hence, the 

consistency check of spatial proportions of 

land cover such as built structure in the 

model area is recommended to increase 

reliability of modeling results.

In the past, occasionally, many heavy- 

computation methods of spatial modeling, 

such as CFD, minimize model runtime at 

the expense of raster-grid resolution (i.e. 

a high level of coarseness). This compromise

(upscaling) may produce unreliable results 

when the geometry of spatial input does 

not sufficiently correspond to that of 

reality. However, in a near future, large- 

domain spatial models using a detailed 

sampling framework to study urban 

complexity would be available because of 

the significant increase in the popularity of 

personal computers allowing for distributed 

computation techniques. The results of this 

study show that raster grids of built 
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structure with 2-5-m resolution would 

better accommodate spatial study of urban 

complexity and proposed system will 

support the modeling needs of the detailed 

land covers with finer resolution. Additionally, 

it will also satisfy modeling needs of the 

coarser grid land cover, which keep the 

quantitative properties in the model area 

such as local or regional scale modeling.

In earth simulation system, building 

identification will be much important 

because urban building cluster is major 

component of urban settings in most of 

cities. There is a way to make better 

urban area with supports of building 

cluster identification or monitoring. And a 

better idea for smart building cluster or 

Digital Twin to achieve entirely new levels 

of smart city innovation, as well as spatial 

efficiency, while eliminating urban risks 

with many technological supports (Shirowzhan

et al., 2020a; Xue et al., 2020). The support

of advanced AI(artificial intelligence) or 

timely updated remote sensing system will 

enhancing 3DPC data mining likes reliable 

recognition of spatial building distribution 

pattern (Farzinmoghadam, et al., 2019; 

Shirowzhan et al., 2020b; Hou et al., 2020; 

Jovanović et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION

We proposed and developed the MCI 

based spatial sampling framework to 

calculate the land cover as a SP and to 

support systemic land-cover identification 

using 3DPC. By studying variation of 

identified land cover under variations of 

cell size, SP threshold, and 3DPC density, 

we concluded that SP based spatial 

sampling frameworks are meaningful.

Using the defined SP in the sampling 

framework, we explained most of the 

variations of geometric shapes and aerial 

proportions of the land cover identified as 

built structure. With a clear understanding 

of the SP in the sampling framework, we 

could apply best-fit SP threshold for the 

land cover identification. The land cover 

identification using the proposed MCI SP 

method should consider geometric shapes 

with inherent property to approximate real 

-world land cover as closely as possible 

and take into account its effects on the 

quality of modeling results.

In this study, we proposed three 

guidelines that we users should consider 

when they apply MCI SP method with 3DPC

to resolve the land cover-identification 

problems in passive ways. However, further

study should follow for more enhanced 

land cover identification, verification, and 

modeling application. 
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